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oh baby i know you had a long day, come over here
your gonna get it anyway 
remove that ass from those jeans, so x-rated like a
porn movie. 
you come close and you smilin' at me babe, lets get it
on, get into some role play. 
oyes, im feeling horny, undress you baby come put it
on me. 
see that blouse, take it off, show me what you got. 
like a cop ima cuff you now, ima lion ima pin you down 
kiss your neck, are you aroused. in my head, we
getting down 
ima dog, ima bite you now, quit playing we gon' sex
right now. 
do you like it when i touch your body, do you like it
when i kiss your thighs? 
we gon' do a little show tonight and your body's
headlining. 
your wish is my command, non-stop gon' hit that spot. 
scream it out what you want my baby. ima do it faster
now 
in and out, in and out here we go. baby, in and out, in
and out here we come 
hope you dont mind, got the camera rolling. 
turn the volume up gotta hear you screaming. 
watch it back on the big screen, only hd, only 3d. 
we gon' get a sexual eruption, you and me it's fatal
attraction 
heavy breathing under these sheets, look how hard you
got meeeee. 
crystal sweat, down your neck. i cant feel your body
getting wet. 
ima rudeboy ima take it down. like a bee ima sting you
know 
as you glide ontop of me. im deep inside of your body 

like a horse ima ride you now, pull your hair back we
gon' get it wild 
do you like it when i touch your body, do you like it
when i kiss your thighs? 
we gon' do a little show tonight and your body's
headlining. 
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your wish is my command, non-stop gon' hit that spot. 
scream it out what you want my baby. ima do it faster
now 
in and out, in and out here we go. oh baby, in and out,
in and out here we come 
in and out, in and out here we go 
oh baby, in and out, in and out here we come 
girl i love it when you tell me just to lick it there 
oh girl i love it when you tell me just to get it in 
let me get the camera. take a picture right here 
hold it right there, just to see your face. 
now we gon' slow it down, then we gon take a break 
just for a minute then we come back and we start it
again 
do you like it when i touch your body, do you like it
when i kiss your thighs? 
we gon' do a little show tonight and your body's
headlining. 
your wish is my command, non-stop gon' hit that spot. 
scream it out what you want my baby. ima do it faster
now
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